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In the warning letter, FDA indicated that the plant routinely deleted failed test results and replaced with retest results that
passed. Medical journals changed their publication rules. Food and Drug Administration FDA had found that staff at
Apotex plants in Bangalore manipulated data, destroyed records and retested samples until they got favourable results"
and the US banned imports. But that's only one in a long string of snarling confrontations involving Apotex - battles
which the company has usually won. On Friday, December 15, , Apotex founder Barry Sherman and his wife were
discovered dead at their home, hanging next to the indoor pool. It is the subsidiary responsible for research and
development of new chemical entities. The government had implemented the ban that affected 60 drugs and drug
ingredients after public attention was brought to the fact that Health Canada was allowing the drugs' importation despite
"Inspectors from the U. The company threatened to sue Olivieri if she publicly revealed her fears about the inadequacy
of their drug, deferiprone. Apotex's generic version was launched under the name of Apo-Atorvastatin. The Globe and
Mail. Nancy Olivieri versus Apotex, summarizes how "Nancy Olivieri is famous for raising doubts about an
experimental drug with which she was treating thalassemia patients. Retrieved April 7, The New York Times. Retrieved
March 26, Manufacturing companies based in Toronto Pharmaceutical companies of Canada Pharmaceutical companies
established in Generic drug manufacturers Canadian brands. S on August 28, In , a legislation was enacted under
Canada's Pledge to Africa Act called Canada's Access to Medicines Regime CAMR , which pledged to improve access
to drugs to developing countries that lack the resources to manufacture the medications or purchase them at cost. Apotex
has been involved in lawsuits against some of the world's biggest multinational companies. FDA found that the
violations are systemic and were dated back for many years, having the same issues noted in past inspections since
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